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Council OKs
rezoning for
solar farm
By Andrew Wigger

awigger@cmpapers.com

NEWBERRY
COUNTY — Newberry
County Council has
approved third and
final reading for an
ordinance that will
rezone 1,269.78 acres
(in the Silverstreet
area) from R2-Rural to
Industrial.
Prior to the third
reading, Otis Taylor, the
land owner, spoke about
the rezoning to create
a photovoltaic power
station.
“The benefits of
this solar farm are
enormous, think of
the new tax dollars
that will come into the
county,” he said. “At the
last public hearing we
had, you heard from an
expert that there were
no hazardous materials
in these panels, he did
point out there was a
small amount of lead.”
Taylor said while
they did say there was
a small amount of lead,
the expert he referenced
said there was more
lead on the ground
following a dove hunt.
Taylor also discussed
the waterways, he said

about a month ago they
signed two agreements
that will protected
over three miles of the
nearby river, plus the
creeks that feed into the
river.
“These easements
are permanent and are
forever and will provide
protections for the
residents of our state,”
he said.
One resident, James
Floyd, spoke against the
rezoning and expressed
concerns for the effects
on the river.
Council approved
the rezoning 4-0, after
Councilperson Les Hipp
and Council Person
Mary Arrowood gave a
motion and a second,
respectively.
Council also approved
the various second
readings to rezone
property: 1.82 acres
on Boyd Crossing
Road, Newberry, from
Industrial to R2-Rural;
two acres on Quaker
Road, Newberry, from
Limited Commercial to
R2-Rural; 1.51 acres on
St. Paul’s Church Road
from RS-Single Family
Residential to R2-Rural;

Cruise-In held at Advance Auto Parts
Reid’s final as president
By Andrew Wigger

awigger@cmpapers.com

Robert Martin’s ‘87 El Camino.

Courtesy of Zeb Reid

NEWBERRY — The
Midlands S.C. Muscle and
Classic Car Group had close to
70 vehicles during their cruisein on Sept. 11 at the Advance
Auto Parts Store in Newberry.
“I would like to thank Lee
Driggers, Advance Auto
Parts store manager, for his
continued support of our
group. We always have a great
turnout at this location. It was
great to see the American flags
waving and group members
wearing red, white and blue.

Our group had another great
turnout Saturday,” said Zeb
Reid, president of the group.
“It really is neat to see vehicles
from the different decades and
the advances over the years
in the automobile industry.
One thing is apparent, car
manufacturers don’t make
them like the used to. There is
nothing like hearing the engine
roar in your classic vehicle
with the windows down, top
down hearing the exhaust
pipes roar. There is so much
pride and so many memories
that go into a lot of these
vehicles. You simply don’t
get that with a lot of modern
See CRUISE-IN | 5A

Two day art exhibition
draws a crowd

See SOLAR | 5A

Andrew Wigger | The Newberry Observer

Robert Matheson’s painting titled “Unlocking the Well of Creativity.” His piece is surrounded by other art created by various artist.

By Andrew Wigger

awigger@cmpapers.com

Andrew Wigger | The Newberry Observer

Otis Taylor urges Newberry County Council to approve his
request for rezoning in order for a photovoltaic power station
to be placed on his property in Silverstreet.
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JOIN THE
CONVERSATION
What’s your take on
today’s news? Go to
newberry
observer.com
and visit us
on facebook to share your
thoughts.

NEW

NEWBERRY —
Roughly 100 people
attended the two day art
exhibition “Observing
Community” at The
Newberry Observer over
the weekend.
“Fantastic,” Robert
Matheson said in
response to the
exhibition.
“We really appreciate
the community coming
out to support the local
artist and it was an
awesome experience
to share all of our work
with them,” said Amy
Matheson.
In the span of roughly
a month, about 28 artist
of various ages and
backgrounds came to

create art. Matheson
said they even utilized
supplies found at The
Newberry Observer,
with permission from
staff. The art show to
showcase this work
was held on Friday and
Saturday, Friday being
an artist reception with
performance art.
Robert Matheson
said that his favorite
moment from the show
was Abigail Corbitt’s
interpretive dance during
the artist meet and greet.
“Also, having a
pop-up studio and an
art exhibition in an
unconventional safe space
was a first for me and I
found it very inspiring,”
he said.
“Everything was so
positive, we had people

from all walks of life
come and enjoy,” Amy
Matheson said.
One piece of art on
display during the show
was called “Unlocking
the Well of Creativity.”
Created by Matheson, he
said it was actually two
paintings.
“The first started out
with basic markmaking
using standing ink
and white latex paint.
It evolved into a man
sitting by a fire as his
muse stoked the flames.
I felt the painting was
unresolved in many areas,
mostly due to my own
lack of conviction. That
night I awoke at 4 a.m.
thinking it was perhaps
unresolved because
it lacked any sense of
collaboration. I drew a
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new sketch: Two artists
at the well of creativity.
One artist holds the key
to unlocking the well in
his head and his heart.
He struggles to pull out a
heavy bucket as a second
artist provides support
and holds it steady. A
drop of creativity spills
out as the other artist
peers in. It illustrates
a struggle similar to
many that I experienced
throughout the project,”
Matheson said.
“Ultimately, I’m
proud of this piece. Not
because it’s particularly
exceptional. I’m proud
because of what it
represents. A community
of artists collaborating to
overcome our struggles
at the well. We did it.
See CROWD | 2A
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Artist and past employees of The Newberry Observer talk during
the art exhibition.
Photos by Andrew Wigger | The Newberry Observer

This piece by Robert Matheson and Rebekah Clevenger, “Nothing is
Sacred” will be going with The Newberry Observer to its new home,
in the near future.

Former staff members of The Newberry Observer and Robert
Matheson pose for a picture by the old press. Pictured: Marion
Livingston, Timothy Moye, Alicia Moye, Sammy Graham, Robert
Matheson and Andy Hawkins.

Guest chat with artist during the exhibition.
Guest looking at the artwork with the old press as a backdrop.
Amy Matheson, Sammy Graham and Robert Matheson during the
Saturday exhibition.

AttrAct more customers
advertise
with
Sammy Graham and Alicia Moye hug during the show.

Maximize your legacy.
Want to pass down as much as possible to the people and
causes you care about? With careful planning, you can.
A wisely crafted strategy can help you transfer your assets in a
tax-efficient manner, allowing your beneficiaries to receive more
of what you pass down.
Let’s connect to make the most of your legacy and potentially
minimize tax implications.

Robert William Kopp
Financial Associate
2118 Springdale Drive
Newberry, SC 29108
803-260-1620
robert.kopp@thrivent.com
connect.thrivent.com/robert-kopp
facebook.com/robert.kopp.thrivent

The “guest book” during the two day exhibition was a photo taken
by Oswaldo Tapia.

Thrivent and its financial professionals do not provide legal, accounting or tax advice. Consult your attorney or tax professional.
Thrivent is the marketing name for Thrivent Financial for Lutherans. Insurance products issued by Thrivent. Not available
in all states. Securities and investment advisory services offered through Thrivent Investmenåt Management Inc., a
registered investment adviser, member FINRA and SIPC, and a subsidiary of Thrivent. Licensed agent/producer of Thrivent.
Registered representative of Thrivent Investment Management, Inc. Advisory services available through investment adviser
representatives only. Thrivent.com/disclosures.
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COVID-19 Vaccination
Moving Back to
Support Services Center
Beginning Monday, 9/13/2021, the SRH COVID-19
vaccination clinic will relocate to the Self Regional
Support Services Center located at 104 Wells Ave.
COVID-19 testing will remain at the drive-through
location at 303 West Alexander Avenue.
Our hope is that this move will not only reduce
the wait time at the drive-through, but also help
us prepare for the potential large demand for
booster shots in the coming weeks. Vaccination
Clinic hours will be M-F, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Individuals must call 725-8200 to pre-register and
schedule a vaccination appointment.
Let’s put COVID-19 behind us!

1325 Spring Street, Greenwood, S.C. 29646
selfregional.org

Pictures taken by Robert Matheson.

Clay work made by Marquerite Palmer called “Work in Progress.”

Crowd

Andy Hawkins, Heather
Hawkins, Elyssa Haven and
Sammy Graham.
“Whatever magic we
From page 1A
seemed to capture Friday
We hosted an incredible
and Saturday was amazing.
exhibition featuring work
We were honored to have
across multiple mediums
past employees come back
while being inclusive,
for a visit and see what is
positive and supportive of
left of the pressroom and
each other. Not to mention
facilities here in the building.
we produced a large body
Of course, they came to
some incredible work
support the art community
together.”
and Newberry Made, as
This was the final painting well, and we were glad to
Robert Matheson completed have them,” said Publisher
while working at The
Andy Husk.
Newberry Observer.
“While this event sort of
“Thank you to all of those symbolized a ‘goodbye’ to
who supported the effort by this building, we are still
attending the event, sharing working to produce The
Observer every week. The
it online, buying art and
community has seen that the
donating money to pay the
building has been for sale
performers. Also, thank
for a while hopefully in the
you to the businesses who
next few weeks we will be
donated space, materials,
announcing a move to the
marketing, food and time,”
immediate downtown area.
he said.
Some of this art and artifacts
During the exhibition
there was a bit of a reunion, from the exhibition will be
traveling to whatever the
as multiple past employees
new destination is.”
of The Newberry Observer
“I would like to thank
came to see the exhibition
everyone that came through
and the old pressroom.
the exhibition, those who
“It was really interesting
supported the artists and
to meet the press crew and
hear all of the history about those who subscribed to The
Observer. This was such a
the newspaper and the
printing process,” Matheson unique event that I hope can
be replicated to some extent
said.
in the future. The Observer
Some of those with
is proud to support local
connections to The
artists in all they are doing
Newberry Observer who
to make Newberry County a
stopped by included, but
more beautiful place.”
not limited to: Alicia Moye,
Timothy Moye, Marion
Reach Andrew Wigger @ 803-7683122 or on Twitter @TheNBOnews.
Livingston and his wife,

